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SAN FRANCISCO: Advertising agencies are for the
first time turning to Instagram more frequently
than Twitter for social media ad campaigns, a sur-
vey released Thursday showed, a further indication
of weakness in an ad sales operation that has been
one of the few bright spots for Twitter. The survey,
from a unit of Comcast called Strata, came the
same week Twitter Inc said its head of product, who
took over the team in September, was leaving. The
research firm eMarketer said earlier this month that
Snapchat was on pace to surpass Twitter in US
active users, highlighting the threat Twitter faces
from faster-growing competitors.

Amid Twitter’s ongoing struggles with stagnant
user growth, management turmoil and a tumbling
stock price, the advertising operations under chief
operating office Adam Bain had been a relative
oasis of stability. Bain, who joined the company in
2010, helped build Twitter from scratch to more
than $1 billion revenue in just over three years.

But cracks in the ad business began to emerge
in the company’s first-quarter earnings report, in
which it missed its numbers due to weaker-than-
expected spending by big advertisers and provided

a weak revenue forecast. The stock has fallen 15
percent since the April earnings announcement
and closed Wednesday at $14.60 - far below its $26
IPO price in November of 2013.

The Strata survey asked 83 advertising agencies
which social platform their clients preferred for
social media campaigns.  Sixty-three percent of
advertisers said they were most likely to use photo-
sharing app Instagram, compared with 56 percent
who said they would use social network Twitter.
Facebook dominated, with 96 percent of advertis-
ers saying they were likely to use it.

Twitter rejected the survey results, pointing to a
2015 study by Advertiser Perceptions that showed
37 percent of advertisers intended to buy ads on
Twitter, compared with 28 percent on Instagram,
which is owned by Facebook. The same study
showed that 46 percent were considering buying
ads on Twitter compared with 41 percent on
Instagram. “The data presented in this survey
couldn’t be farther from the truth,” a Twitter
spokesperson said. “We have close relationships
with our agency clients and continue to hear that
Twitter offers the most powerful creative canvas.”

Still, the survey shows the growing power of
Instagram, which has the benefit  of  using
Facebook’s advertising technology and has been
rolling out features that make it more useful for
sharing news and activity updates that are the
bread and butter of Twitter. Instagram has more
than 200,000 advertisers compared with Twitter’s
130,000. “We’re seeing almost all of our clients
shifting if not all of their budgets, then most of
their budgets from Twitter to Instagram,” said
Chris Gilbert, senior social strategist at digital
agency Kettle, which works mostly with fashion
brands.  “Marketers typically want to be where the
audience is.”

Some ad agencies said their clients are shifting
more of their budgets to Instagram because it has
more users - more than 400 million compared with
310 million on Twitter - and because Facebook’s ad
technology allows them to target highly specific
audiences. “We’ve had more emphasis on
Instagram for the last year,” said Jason Peterson,
chief creative officer at ad agency Havas Worldwide
North America. Instagram declined to comment on
the Strata survey. — Reuters 

Instagram attracting more ads than Twitter 

SAN FRANCISCO: A Lenovo smartphone
unveiled Thursday will be clever enough to
grasp your physical surroundings - such as
the room’s size and the presence of other
people - and potentially transform how we
interact with e-commerce, education and
gaming. Today’s smartphones track location
through GPS and cell towers, but that does
little more than tell apps where you are.
Tapping Google’s 3-year-old Project Tango ,
the new Phab2 Pro phone will use software
and sensors to track motions and map build-
ing interiors, including the location of doors
and windows.

That’s a crucial step in the promising new
frontier in “augmented reality,” or the digital
projection of lifelike images and data into a
real-life environment. If Tango fulfills its
promise, furniture shoppers will be able use
the Phab2 Pro to download digital models of
couches, chairs and coffee tables to see how
they would look in their actual living rooms.
Kids studying the Mesozoic Era would be
able to place a virtual Tyrannosaurus or
Velociraptor in their home or classroom -
and even take selfies with one. The technol-
ogy would even know when to display infor-
mation about an artist or a scene depicted in
a painting as you stroll through a museum.

Tango will be able to create internal
maps of homes and offices on the fly.
Google won’t need to build a mapping data-
base ahead of time, as it does with existing
services like Google Maps and Street View.
Nonetheless, Tango could raise fresh con-
cerns about privacy if controls aren’t strin-
gent enough to prevent the on-the-fly maps
from being shared with unauthorized apps
or heisted by hackers. Lenovo says the
Phab2 Pro will sell for $500 when it begins
shipping in the US in August. The device is
expected to be available throughout the
world by mid-September, in advance of
Apple’s anticipated release of the iPhone 7.

In another effort to put a new twist on
smartphones, Lenovo also previewed the
newest models in its Moto line, which it
bought from Google two years ago. The
Moto Z and Moto Z Force will both let peo-
ple snap on additional equipment called

“Mods” to the back of the phones. The initial
Mods include a speaker to amplify music, a
projector for displaying photos and video
from the phone and a power pack that pro-
vides 22 hours of additional battery. The
phones will be available exclusively in the US
through Verizon this summer before a glob-
al release in the fall.

The new phones are coming out as
phone sales are slowing. People have been
holding off on upgrades, partly because they
haven’t gotten excited about the types of
technological advances hitting the market
during the past few years. Phones offering
intriguing new technology such as Tango
could help spur more sales. But Tango’s
room-mapping technology is probably still
too abstract to gain mass appeal right away,
says Ramon Llamas, an analyst at the IDC
research group. “For most folks, this is still a
couple steps ahead of what they can wrap
their brains around, so I think there’s going
to be a long gestation period,” Llamas says.

Other smartphones promising quantum
leaps have flopped. Remember Amazon’s
Fire phone released with great fanfare two

years ago? That souped-up phone featured
four front-facing cameras and a gyroscope
so some images could be seen in three
dimensions. The device also offered a tool
called Firefly that could be used to identify
objects and sounds. But the Fire fizzled, and
Amazon no longer even sells the phone.

The Phab2 Pro also looks impressive,
with a 6.4-inch display screen and four cam-
eras to help perform its wizardry. Lenovo
boasts the phone’s sensors can capture
about 250,000 measurements per second.
Despite all the fancy hardware, the key to
the Tango phone’s success is likely to hinge
on the breadth of compelling apps that
people find useful in their everyday lives.

Google previously released experimental
Tango devices designed for computer pro-
grammers, spurring them to build about
100 apps that should work with the Phab2
Pro. Home improvement retailer Lowe’s is
releasing an app that enables Phab2 Pro
users to measure spaces with the phone
and test how digital replicas of appliances
and other decor would look around a
house. — AP
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SAN FRANCISCO: The new Lenovo Phab2 Pro phone is on display at the Lenovo
Tech World event on Thursday. — AP 

NEW DELHI: Google’s plans to introduce its popular
“Street View” service in India have hit a roadblock after
the interior ministry yesterday said it had rejected an
application from the tech giant, although the govern-
ment could yet approve it. The company applied sev-
eral months ago to bring in the street-mapping feature
showing 360-degree panoramic images of streets,
monuments, mountains and rivers - a service it first
introduced in the US in 2007.

An interior ministry spokesman told AFP that
Google’s proposal had been rejected but added that a
final decision would likely be taken later in the year.
“We have rejected the plan by Google to expand its
maps feature,” the spokesman said. “The final decision
would come hopefully sometime this year,” he said
without elaborating further. A Google spokesperson
told AFP the government had “not indicated to us that
the application has been rejected”.

Since its launch in 2007, Google Street View has
captured some of the world’s most far-flung and sce-
nic destinations, including the Amazon rainforest,
Antarctica and Canada’s Arctic tundra. Street View is
currently available in India at some tourist attractions,
including the Taj Mahal in Agra and Delhi’s Qutub
Minar monument. The Hindu newspaper said permis-
sion for the feature was denied after the Indian
defense ministry raised red flags. “The defense ministry
said it was not possible to monitor the service once it
was launched and it would be detrimental to national
security,” the paper quoted a senior government offi-
cial as saying.

Some reports have suggested the delay is due to a
controversial draft law, the Geospatial Information
Regulation Bill, which proposes imposing strict new
rules on the publication of maps. Maps are a highly
sensitive issue in India, which has long-running border
disputes with several of its neighbours, most famously
over the divided Himalayan region of Kashmir. India is
a vast yet challenging market for Google, with only a
quarter of its 1.2 billion citizens online. Last year,
Google’s Indian-born chief executive Sundar Pichai vis-
ited the country and outlined plans to bring hundreds
of millions of Indians online. — AFP 
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